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PROJECT TASK
Repair a busy underground parking 
garage damaged by road salts. 

PROJECT HISTORY
The two level underground parking 
garage at the Long Wharf Marriott was
experiencing rebar corrosion and concrete
spalling related to road salts deposited
from incoming vehicles.
The hotel could not simply close the 
entire garage for repair and leave their
guests without parking. Crews would 
have to work quickly to repair areas 
and reopen them to traffic before moving
on to the next area.
Once deteriorated areas were removed,
ECB, a water based anti-corrosion coating

PROJECT SOLUTION
Use of a rapid setting concrete repair
system with high early-strength gain. 

PRODUCTS
Quick Shot
Express Set
ECB
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and bonding primer, was applied to the
rebar. ECB has a long open time, allowing
crews to coat rebar without being forced
to immediately patch the area.
Beams, columns, and the underside slab 
of the level above were repaired with
Quick Shot repair mortar. Quick Shot is
designed to set quickly, and has excellent
hang when used for overhead horizontal
applications. It can also be used for 
vertical surfaces, making it a very versatile
repair mortar for applications where 
set time is a concern.

Express Set was used for all slab deck
repairs. Express Set is poured into place,
attains 3000 psi within 3 hours, and can
accept vehicular traffic one hour after
application. Express Set is shrinkage 
compensated with very low permeability.
Its characteristics serve to protect 
reinforcing steel in the repair zone. 
It is resistant to deicing salts, carbonation
and chemical attack, which are common 
in garage settings. The entire system is
composed of single component materials,
thereby reducing labor times.

Top three photographs and bottom left and center were taken “during” and the bottom right was taken “after” the work was completed.

Long Wharf Marriott Garage 


